Open Studio: out of order performing objects
call out for project proposals from an artist or duo to make a site specific installation with kinetic
qualities - during the exhibition out of order performing objects curated by Milk
date: 25 05 _ 17 06
location: Arti et Amicitiae
proposal deadline: 27 December
Milk invited Peer Paper Platform to host an AIR during the exhibition out of order.
The exhibition shows work of a generation of artists who experiment with industrial
techniques and forces of nature to generate movement in their work. Their mechanical designs
aren’t made to come up with innovative solutions but to discover the artistique discipline,
form, material, time and space that these techniques have to offer. out of order shows
installation works by Corine Zomer, Jorrit Paaijmans, Nicky Assmann & Joris Strijbos, Merel
Noorlander & Oscar Peters , Art van triest and several workshops + talks will be organised.
You are invited to work in a open studio which is situated inside the exhibition space, throughout the
period of the exhibition. You will work towards a presentation of your work, which has to be a kinetic
site specific installation. With the aim to ‘switch on’ the installation during the finissage of the
exhibition.
Whilst your main goal is to work on your own project you are encouraged to engage with and make
use of the audience visiting the exhibition. Failure is not really a failure so no problem as the work
process and development of your practise is the goal.
EXPECTED FROM THE APPLICANT
- You speak Dutch or English and you enjoy talking about your work and your work process
- You will be able to be there full time (or at least 5 days per week) during the Open Studio
period (opening times tuesday - sunday 12.00 -18.00)
- You live in or close to Amsterdam
WHAT WE OFFER
- An Open Studio: a place and time to focus on a specific project (n
 ot a place to stay overnight)
- An instant soundboard/audience to test your work on, or get direct inspiration from, combined
with daily talks with Peer director Kala Newman.
- A chance to make a work
- We are applying for funding which will include a budget of €1500 to cover your material costs /
travel costs / honorarium.

Please send in (Dutch/English):
- a short project proposal, max 2000 words
- a budget for your material costs
- a short artist statement, max 1000 words
- a CV
- A max of 10 small images in JPG
Deadline the 27th of December - to submissions@peerpaperplatform.com please contact Kala
Newman kala@peerpaperplatform.com with any questions.
If we select your proposal for the next round we would like to visit your studio between 2 - 7 Jan after
which we will make our final decision.
We are really looking forward to your submissions!
Kala Newman
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